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Special Provision to Item 666
Retroreflectorized Pavement Markings
Item 666, “Retroreflectorized Pavement Markings,” of the Standard Specifications is amended with respect to the clauses cited
below. No other clauses or requirements of this Item are waived or changed.
Section 2.3., “Glass Traffic Beads.” The first paragraph is voided and replaced by the following:
Furnish drop-on glass beads in accordance with DMS-8290, “Glass Traffic Beads,” or as approved. Furnish a double-drop of
Type II and Type III drop-on glass beads for longitudinal pavement markings where each type bead is applied separately in equal
portions (by weight), unless otherwise approved. Apply the Type III beads before applying the Type II beads. Furnish Type II
beads for work zone pavement markings and transverse markings or symbols.
Section 4.3.1., “Type I Markings.,” is supplemented by the following:
4.3.1.3. Spot Striping. Perform spot striping on a callout basis with a minimum callout quantity as shown on the plans.
Section 4.3.2., “Type II Markings.,” is supplemented by the following:
4.3.2.1. Spot Striping. Perform spot striping on a callout basis with a minimum callout quantity as shown on the plans.
Section 4.4., “Retroreflectivity Requirements.,” is voided and replaced by the following.
Type I markings for Contracts totaling more than 20,000 ft. of pavement markings must meet the following minimum
retroreflectivity values for all longitudinal edgeline, centerline or no passing barrier-line, and lane line markings when measured
any time after 3 days, but not later than 10 days after application.


White markings: 250 millicandelas per square meter per lux (mcd/m2/lx)



Yellow markings: 175 mcd/m2/lx

Retroreflectivity requirements for Type I markings are not required for Contracts with less than 20,000 ft. of pavement markings
or Contracts with callout work, unless otherwise shown on the plans.
Section 4.5., “Retroreflectivity Measurements.,” is voided and replaced by the following:
Use a mobile retroreflectometer to measure retroreflectivity for Contracts totaling more than 50,000 ft. of pavement markings,
unless otherwise shown on the plans. For Contracts with less than 50,000 ft. of pavement markings, mobile or portable
retroreflectometers may be used at the Contractor’s discretion. Coordinate with and obtain authorization from the Engineer
before starting any retroreflectivity data collection.
Section 4.5.1., “Mobile Retroreflectometer Measurements.” The last paragraph is voided and replaced by the following.
Restripe again at the Contractor's expense with a minimum of 0.060 in. (60 mils) of Type I marking material if the average of
these measurements falls below the minimum retroreflectivity requirements. Take measurements every 0.1 miles a minimum of
10 days after this third application within that mile segment for that series of markings. If the markings do not meet minimum
retroreflectivity after this third application, the Engineer may require removal of all existing markings, a new application as initially
specified, and a repeat of the application process until minimum retroreflectivity requirements are met.
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Section 4.5.2., “Portable Retroreflectometer Measurements.” The first and second paragraphs are voided and replaced by
the following.
Provide portable measurement averages for every 1.0 mile unless otherwise specified or approved. Take a minimum of
20 measurements for each 1-mi. section of roadway for each series of markings (e.g., edgeline, center skip line, each line of a
double line) and direction of traffic flow when using a portable reflectometer. Measure each line in both directions for centerlines
on two-way roadways (i.e., measure both double solid lines in both directions and measure all center skip lines in both
directions). The spacing between each measurement must be at least 100 ft. The Engineer may decrease the mileage frequency
for measurements if the previous measurements provide satisfactory results. The Engineer may require the original number of
measurements if concerns arise.
Restripe at the Contractor's expense with a minimum of 0.060 in. (60 mils) of Type I marking material if the averages of these
measurements fail. Take a minimum of 10 more measurements after 10 days of this second application within that mile segment
for that series of markings. Restripe again at the Contractor's expense with a minimum of 0.060 in. (60 mils) of Type I marking
material if the average of these measurements falls below the minimum retroreflectivity requirements. If the markings do not
meet minimum retroreflectivity after this third application, the Engineer may require removal of all existing markings, a new
application as initially specified, and a repeat of the application process until minimum retroreflectivity requirements are met.
Section 4.6. “Performance Period.” The first sentence is voided and replaced by the following:
All longitudinal markings must meet the minimum retroreflectivity requirements within the time frame specified. All markings must
meet all other performance requirements of this specification for at least 30 calendar days after installation.
Article 6. “Payment.” The first two paragraphs are voided and replaced by the following.
The work performed and materials furnished in accordance with this Item and measured as provided under “Measurement” will
be paid for at the unit price bid for “Pavement Sealer” of the size specified; “Retroreflectorized Pavement Markings” of the type
and color specified and the shape, width, size, and thickness (Type I markings only) specified, as applicable; “Retroreflectorized
Pavement Markings with Retroreflective Requirements” of the types, colors, sizes, widths, and thicknesses specified;
“Retroreflectorized Profile Pavement Markings” of the various types, colors, shapes, sizes, and widths specified; or “Reflectorized
Pavement Marking (Call Out)” of the shape, width, size, and thickness (Type I markings only) specified, as applicable; or
“Pavement Sealer (Call Out)” of the size specified.
This price is full compensation for materials, application of pavement markings, equipment, labor, tools, and incidentals.
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